The University of Manitoba BookStore’s Custom Courseware Service is designed to help faculty and instructors create custom learning materials that ensure U of M students have the content they need in a convenient format.

**Benefits for Faculty**
- **We organize your materials** – You supply us with your source materials (notes, diagrams, articles, book chapters, etc.) and we will combine them into one convenience printed package.
- **Copyright Compliance** – Our Copyright Clearance specialist ensures you meet current standards for copyright compliance.
- **One Stop Shop** – The BookStore can receive and process all your course materials requirements – including textbook orders.

**Benefits for Students**
- **Focused content** – Students receive the content you deem relevant.
- **Affordable** – Coursepacks cost substantially less than most textbooks, making the material more accessible and more likely to be acquired.
- **Convenience** – A single package of multiple readings saves students time and money compared to sourcing and printing readings individually.

Contact: Jenny Baspaly, Custom Courseware & Copyright Clearance Coordinator 204-474-9614 | jennifer.baspaly@umanitoba.ca